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The Energy Revolution
The Energy Revolution
Smart Grid Opportunities

We are at the dawn of a new age for energy production, distribution, and
consumption. Constrained by finite resources, climate change, steadily growing
demand, and an aging infrastructure, utilities must respond to tough new energy
policies and growing demand-side activism.

Benefits for the Planet
SAP Innovations

Yesterday‟s one-way energy management
model – from producer to consumer – is rapidly
becoming obsolete. Tomorrow‟s model, the
“smart grid,” is being built to accommodate
renewable yet unpredictable energy sources
and decentralized, two-way electrical
generation.
Today‟s rapidly aging infrastructure cannot
provide the information, communication, and
coordination needed to meet efficiency and
sustainability goals. Our inherited 20th-century

electric power systems – strong though they
may be – have to become “smart.” They need
to turn themselves on and off with dexterity,
respond to subtle demand patterns, and import
excess power from a wide range of nontraditional sources.
Smart grids will not only deliver benefits to the
supply and demand sides of energy markets,
they will also help meet goals for managing
climate change and achieving energy security.
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Smart Grid Opportunities
The Energy Revolution
Smart Grid Opportunities

The constellation of challenges surrounding the transition to the smart grid is
creating uncertainty for utility companies, regulators, and consumers alike. But
along with the restructuring that is bound to occur, there will also be opportunities
for utilities to develop new business models and services.

Benefits for the Planet
SAP Innovations

The survivors in the new energy arena will
be those who can compete or collaborate with
the many new players who will interoperate
in a decentralized energy environment. The
technologies needed to support this new model
must provide flexibility and agility. They will
also have to handle massive data volumes and
accommodate the complex communications
networks that support the energy infrastructure.
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Key components of the smart grid include smart
meters, intelligent grid management systems,
and robust tools for oversight and coordination.
Fortunately, many of the IT and communications
resources needed to support these resources
are available today.
For utilities, the primary challenge may well lie
in systems innovation – the adaptation and integration of breakthrough IT and communications
resources, many of which are already widely
used.
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Benefits for the Planet and Its People
The Energy Revolution
Smart Grid Opportunities

Building the smart grid will benefit not only the global economy, but the globe itself.
Individual consumers, businesses, and utility companies stand to gain, of course,
but an improved energy environment will also create substantial economic,
geopolitical, and environmental benefits.

Benefits for the Planet
SAP Innovations

7%
Potential reduction in
emissions worldwide through
use of smart grids
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Consumers and industrial users will benefit
from a reduction in energy consumption via
real-time monitoring and control.

Countries in most regions will be able to reduce
their dependence on finite supplies of fossil fuel.

Energy generators will have the capacity to
integrate renewables and small decentralized
power suppliers.
Transmission and distribution organizations
can benefit from virtual power plant monitoring,
power flow management, and capacity planning.
Energy retailers will be better equipped to meet
varied customer requirements through tailored
bundles of products and services.

SAP provides innovative software that helps
utility companies build and manage the smart
grid. A common challenge in the new energy
environment is to create systems that can
ensure real-time scaling while meeting
operational requirements. For example, SAP
estimates that smart grids will need to store
and process data volumes up to 100 times
greater than those in use today. In terms
of analytics alone, this will require highly
advanced software and related technologies.

People everywhere will stand to benefit from a
reduction in worldwide emissions, due to cleaner
air, which in turn will impact global warming.
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SAP Innovations
The Energy Revolution
Smart Grid Opportunities

New technologies will help utilities meet the challenge of the energy revolution.
Innovations include real-time data analysis tools, software that enables fast
response to fluctuating energy supplies, and “always on” mobile solutions.

Benefits for the Planet
SAP Innovations

With database and technology solutions such
as the SAP HANA platform, utilities can process
and analyze high data volumes generated by
smart meters and the smart grid. This will allow
them to improve their business processes,
reduce costs, and meet sustainability goals.
High-quality, real-time analytics also support
the optimization of customer-facing processes
like sales planning, campaign management,
and lead management.

Mobile solutions give field service technicians
anytime, anywhere access to information about
customers and business-related activities. For
example, crews can report back from the field,
create notifications, or confirm service orders.
Access to current, relevant data ensures faster
response times, better decision making, and
happier customers.
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The Energy Revolution
The Energy Revolution
Smart-Meter Benefits
Demand-Side Management
Lower Energy Costs

The smart grid will undoubtedly require new business processes. Utility companies
will have to update their IT landscapes to adapt to and benefit from the new energy
environment.
Here‟s how three emerging technologies will benefit utilities by enabling enhanced
business processes.
Data from smart meters allows precise forecasts of energy consumption and helps
optimize energy procurement and generation.
The integration of demand-side management (DSM) processes with other business
functions boosts the efficiency of many demand response and energy management
programs.
A systemized approach for gathering and sharing energy data across the enterprise
helps lower costs for energy consumption and compliance reporting, while also
helping to reduce emissions.
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Smart-Meter Benefits
The Energy Revolution
Smart-Meter Benefits
Demand-Side Management

Smart meters enable utilities to improve customer service,
offer tailored energy products to consumers, and improve
energy consumption forecasts. But to realize these
benefits, the smart-meter rollout must be carefully
planned and monitored.

Insert
Image #
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Lower Energy Costs

80%
Reduction in connection and
disconnection times via use of
smart meters
Source: Elektrizitätswerke Zürich
Business Transformation Study

Wide-scale deployment of smart meters will
help utilities increase energy efficiency and
streamline business processes through a high
level of automation. For example, a smart
meter can be disconnected and reconnected
remotely, without sending a technician to
the site.

Timely smart-meter data can also be used to
create more precise and detailed forecasts of
demand. Accurate forecasts will help utilities
optimize energy procurement, streamline
generation, and meet legal obligations.

And, with detailed information on energy
consumption patterns, utilities can offer
individualized products and efficiency packages
that will help retain existing customers and
attract new ones.
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But before these benefits can be achieved, the
complex smart-meter network must be carefully
planned, built, and monitored. The rollout will
require streamlined meter procurement and
installation processes and timely communication
with customers and other market players.
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Demand-Side Management
The Energy Revolution
Smart-Meter Benefits
Demand-Side Management

Demand-side management helps utilities track energy
consumption. It also helps optimize energy generation
and ensure grid safety. By integrating DSM processes
with other functions, utilities can improve demand
response and energy efficiency programs.

Lower Energy Costs
To achieve maximum benefits, utilities must
create consistent energy efficiency or demand
response programs across the enterprise.

7%
Higher customer satisfaction
at firms whose service agents
can easily access clients‟
profiles, histories, and
preferences

Program and customer management tools are
needed to create offerings and serve consumers.
One example: automatic enforcement of
business rules (like payment limits).
Program managers need to monitor performance
indicators – like achieved energy savings or
enrollment numbers – to improve productivity.

Marketing analysts require timely information
about customers‟ past program participation,
premise attributes, and consumption patterns.
This data helps create precise customer
profiles for targeted marketing efforts.
Communication – with customers, contractors,
and others – must be integrated into program
management so that information is disseminated over a variety of channels. Call center
agents, for example, must be current on
customers‟ activities and history.
The finance department needs to monitor
budget consumption so managers can be
apprised of budget variances.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Lower Energy Costs and Consumption
The Energy Revolution
Smart-Meter Benefits
Demand-Side Management
Lower Energy Costs

Utilities that create a unified energy management
framework for gathering and sharing data enterprise-wide
are better able to reduce energy consumption and lower
emissions. An integrated framework also helps utilities
reduce costs, implement savings initiatives, and
streamline compliance reporting.
In an environment characterized by volatile
energy costs and ever-changing regulatory
requirements, utilities must find new ways to
reduce energy consumption, lower emissions,
and improve compliance reporting.

50%
Lower environmental health
and safety audit costs for
leading companies versus
average companies

Achieving these goals depends on building
and maintaining a structured but flexible framework that enables better monitoring of energy
consumption and emissions – from the lowest
operational to the highest enterprise level.

Many utilities lack reliable information because
data is spread across disparate systems,
facilities, and business units. A key goal,
therefore, is to eliminate data silos and improve
data visibility with integrated IT. The use of
complete, current, and relevant information
helps utilities identify and prioritize energy and
emissions savings initiatives. Equally important,
it provides them with consistent, automated
(and auditable) business processes for energy
and emissions management.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Utilities Value Map
SAP Solutions

SAP solutions address key requirements of energy revolution management.

Smart-Meter Management
Demand-Side Management

Smart-Meter Data
Management and
Operations

Meter
Administration
and Operation
Services

Measurement
Data
Management

Smart-Meter
Rollout

Demand-Side
Management

Sales Planning
and Monitoring

Campaign
and Lead
Management

Field Service
Management
and Execution

DSM Programs
and Event
Management

Energy and
Environmental
Resource
Management

Energy
Transparency
and Performance
Management

Energy and
Emissions
Initiatives
Management

Emissions
Management

Environmental
Regulation
Management

Energy and Emissions
Management
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Smart-Meter Data Management and Operations
SAP Solutions
Smart-Meter Management
Demand-Side Management

Optimize smart-meter lifecycles and data.
The SAP for Utilities portfolio enhances warehouse and workforce
activities and supports installation and maintenance of smart meters
and other processes. It also enables fast access to high volumes of
meter data. This helps utilities create personalized products and
accurate forecasts of energy consumption.

Energy and Emissions
Management

99%
Reduction in time needed for
regular meter readings when
smart meters are utilized
Source: Source:
Elektrizitätswerke Zürich
Business Transformation Study

Meter
Administration
and Operation
Services

With the SAP for Utilities portfolio, utilities can manage the entire meter
lifecycle, from procurement to installation to removal – while optimizing
warehouse and workforce processes.

Measurement
Data
Management

Utilities can receive, process, and analyze discrete meter readings as well
as mass energy data from smart meters. They can also conduct validation
checks and monitor replacement procedures automatically. Better data
analysis helps utilities offer individualized energy products, generate new
customer insights, perform efficiency benchmarking, and develop more
precise forecasts.

Smart-Meter
Rollout

Utilities can use geography-based tools to plan and execute a cost-effective
rollout of smart meters. This includes managing and tracking work orders,
assets, and site information.
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Demand-Side Management
SAP Solutions

Collaborate with customers to optimize energy
consumption.

Smart-Meter Management

DSM software from SAP links demand and energy efficiency activities with other processes. It also provides a 360-degree view of the
customer, enabling teamwork with other parties. Robust analytics
help utilities monitor performance, set and achieve KPIs, and meet
reporting requirements.

Demand-Side Management
Energy and Emissions
Management

16%
Companies that currently
have a 360-degree view of
their customers
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Sales Planning and
Monitoring

Equip sales teams with planning information and tools for creating informed sales
initiatives and setting realistic goals.

Campaign Management

Analyze, plan, execute, and measure marketing activities and implement inbound and
outbound campaigns.

Lead Management

Generate, qualify, and distribute leads and manage follow-up activities.

Field Service Management
and Execution

Enhance field service by providing easy access to information and on-site order
confirmation.

Demand-Side Programs
Management

Manage all aspects of applications and enrollments for on-site energy consumption
programs.

Event Management

Run demand response events that sync up with demand response programs.

Collaborative Pipeline
Management

Streamline sales processes, accelerate customer buying decisions, and improve the
predictability of the pipeline
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Energy and Emissions Management
SAP Solutions

Efficiently manage energy consumption, emissions,
and costs.

Smart-Meter Management

Energy and environmental resource management software from
SAP helps companies reduce energy and compliance costs. It links
disparate energy and emissions information with core business
processes such as maintenance and operations. This visibility and
control typically enables substantial cost savings.

Demand-Side Management
Energy and Emissions
Management

Energy Transparency
and Performance
Management

Analyze, benchmark, and forecast energy consumption, energy costs, and
emissions across operations – from individual assets up to the corporate level;
use historical data, trends, and alerts to create improvement programs.

Energy and Emissions
Initiatives Management

Plan, prioritize, and consolidate the portfolio of energy and emission
reduction projects.

Emissions Management

Calculate and analyze greenhouse gas and other emissions, while also
managing emission credits and accounting.

Environmental
Regulation Management

Comply with ever-changing regulatory reporting rules and avoid penalties.
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SAP Innovations
SAP Innovations
Applications
SAP HANA

By using sophisticated technologies to leverage the vast
troves of data generated by consumers, meters, and
grids, utilities can benefit substantially. Best-run
companies will be able to interact continuously with their
consumers and analyze data in real time.

Mobile
Analytics

78%
Utilities that recognize
enterprise mobility and
analytics as highly important
to their operations
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

SAP HANA
Integrate and process large volumes of highly granular data. Analyze data at zero latency to
enable better decision making.
Mobile
Deploy a proven, flexible, and scalable mobile platform. Unwire employees and give them easy
access to the information they need to make agile, informed decisions that enhance customer
loyalty and satisfaction.
Analytics
Improve business processes and identify success factors via robust querying, reporting, and
analysis tools.
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SAP Business Suite Powered by SAP HANA
SAP Innovations
Applications

SAP Business Suite software powered by SAP HANA,
enable utilities to optimize their inventory management
and procurement processes and DSM programs.

SAP HANA
Mobile
Analytics

Smart-Meter Data
Management and
Operations

Inventory management is an integral part of smart-meter operations, especially
during smart-meter rollout projects. SAP Business Suite powered by SAP HANA
supports inventory management with real-time insight into inventory. It also provides
an analytical inventory management cockpit and enables highly efficient
procurement processes.

Demand-Side
Management

Effective demand-side management depends on enhanced customer-facing
activities and closely monitored marketing campaigns. SAP Business Suite powered
by SAP HANA supports these processes by providing a central place for collecting
customer data from multiple sources. It also provides sophisticated analytical and
data mining functionalities plus near-real-time monitoring and reporting of marketing
performance. The software enables precision marketing and personalized
interactions with customers.
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SAP HANA
SAP Innovations
Applications
SAP HANA

The availability of smart grid and smart-meter data can
offer significant opportunities for improving productivity
and profitability. Best-run utilities will be able to use this
data to effectively compete during the burgeoning energy
revolution.

Mobile
Analytics

Smart-Meter Data
Management and
Operations

As smart meters come online, utilities must manage rapidly growing data volume.
Steps will include everything from accessing smart-meter data to validating,
distributing, and analyzing it. However, efficient management of information depends
on streamlining and automating underlying processes.
These improvements can be achieved using database and technology innovations
such as the SAP HANA platform and utility-specific solutions like SAP Smart Meter
Analytics software. These resources help utilities use the detailed consumption and
event data from smart meters to offer tailored products to customers or forecast
energy consumption more precisely.

Energy and
Environmental
Resource
Management

Data from smart meters can also be used by utilities to monitor their own energy
consumption and emissions. Efficient processing and analysis of this Big Data
enables utilities to optimize energy supplies and improve compliance reporting.
These activities, and many more, are enabled by the SAP Energy Data Management
application.

40%
Greater ability to utilize Big
Data in companies that have
integrated analytics and
center of excellence for data
modeling
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Mobile
SAP Innovations
Applications
SAP HANA

Utility companies can use mobile technology to connect
sales, service, and operations teams to enterprise data –
anytime, anywhere. This connectivity helps ensure on-site
productivity and enhances the quality of customer
interactions.

Mobile
Analytics

Field service crews need timely, accurate information about customers and equipment when they install, maintain,
or replace meters. They also need high-quality data to engage with customers as part of demand response or energy
efficiency programs. SAP provides mobile solutions that help crews manage all these processes and more.
Smart-Meter Data
Management and
Operations

40%
Increase in productivity when
companies provide mobile
access to employees
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Mobile Work Order Management
Install metering equipment; generate notifications and work orders on the spot; provide
reports on job status, progress, and location.
Mobile Inventory Manager
Manage parts in warehouses, satellite locations, and vehicles; perform cycle counts;
receive, issue, and adjust meters, transformers, and other equipment.

Demand-Side Management

Mobile CRM Service Management
Improve the operations side of customer service; support assessments, inspections,
or audits of energy efficiency projects.
Mobile Utilities Customer Engagement
Promote energy efficiency and demand response programs; provide mobile information
and enrollment opportunities to consumers.
Mobile Analytics
Use predictive analysis instead of outdated reports; generate and view analytics on the
go; access Big Data – on partners, suppliers, and customers – in real time.
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Analytics
SAP Innovations
Applications

Provide up-to-the-minute visibility of key performance
indicators across all business operations while enabling
real-time monitoring, root cause analysis, and mitigation
of risk.

SAP HANA
Mobile
Analytics

Smart-Meter Data
Management and
Operations

27%

Demand-Side
Management

Higher operating margins for
companies whose employees
use analytic data from BI
solutions
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Energy and
Environmental
Resource
Management

With SAP Smart Meter Analytics software, utilities can analyze their customer base
and the consumption profiles for each consumer. This assessment enables detailed
insights into customer preferences and habits and allows utilities to group customers
in precise segments. This, in turn, enables companies to offer tailored energy
products, with terms and services customized for each group.
The analytical capabilities of the SAP Energy Demand-Side Management for Utilities
application enable utilities to run and monitor targeted marketing campaigns for
energy efficiency programs, demand response programs, and other initiatives.
Utilities can also analyze their internal energy consumption with energy and environmental resource management software from SAP. This solution helps companies
create energy programs aimed at reducing energy consumption, emissions, and
costs.
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Best-Run Utilities
Best-Run Customers

Over 2200 utilities in 70 countries run SAP.

Centrica

Over 970 utilities use SAP BusinessObjects solutions.

Elektrizitätswerke Zürich

Over 660 utilities manage greater than 3 billion utility bills.

Why SAP?

78% of the top 50 utilities (Forbes 2000) run SAP.
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Customer Co-Innovation
Best-Run Customers
Centrica

SAP Community Network supports customers, partners, consultants, experts, and
SAP employees. Companies use this online hub to find answers to questions and
benefit from the expertise of other community members as they develop products.

Elektrizitätswerke Zürich
Why SAP?

Advisory Customer Council for Utilities
This group consists of 20 international and
market-leading utility companies that work
with SAP to define future requirements for
the SAP for Utilities solution portfolio.

Co-Innovation Partners
SAP invites successful and innovative companies to collaborate as part of the SAP Premier
Customer Network. Members participate in programs that help transform ideas into business
improvements.
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Best-Run Customers

Enabling Smart-Meter Technology with SAP HANA
Centrica
Elektrizitätswerke Zürich
Why SAP?



Centrica plc supplies gas and electricity to millions of homes and
businesses and offers a wide range of energy services. The company
uses SAP HANA appliance software to process and analyze vast
amounts of data generated by its smart-meter technology and to drive its
customer energy efficiency programs.

Collect and analyze
large amounts of
smart-meter data

Key Benefits



 Gain sharper insights more quickly with the ability to collect and
analyze large amounts of smart-meter data
 Offer customers ways to improve energy efficiency and decrease
consumption
 Accelerate performance analysis and speed of statistical operations,
taking minutes instead of hours or days
 Support sustainable energy initiatives with enhanced analytics and
greater visibility into usage patterns
 Enable regulatory compliance while reducing associated costs

Minutes instead
of days
Analysis and
speed of statistical
operations

“SAP HANA lets us crunch the huge amounts of numbers we get with our
smart-meter technology. We can gain greater insight into customers‟ energy
use while finding ways to save energy, drive sustainability, and cut costs.”
Gavin Targonski, Head of Integration and Information Architecture, British
Gas, Centrica plc
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Best-Run Customers

Improving Energy Management with Precise, Real-Time Data
Centrica
Elektrizitätswerke Zürich
Why SAP?

Switzerland-based Elektrizitätswerke des Kantons Zürich (EKZ), which
is governed by public law, supplies electricity to the Canton of Zurich
(excluding the city of Zurich) and the surrounding area. The company
recently launched a smart-metering pilot project, reflecting its
commitment to sustained energy management. Integrated processes
supported by SAP for Utilities solutions and the Landis+Gyr smart-meter
platform quickly delivered significant benefits.

80%
Time to manage
connections

99%
Time for regular
meter readings

Key Benefits
 Time to manage connections for new and departing customers,
customer move in/out (average reduction from 10 minutes to 2)
 Time for regular meter readings (on-demand readings now performed
in 2 minutes)
 Total work hours saved (based on 40,000 customer work hours moves
and 330,000 regular per year meter readings)
 Meter reading lead time (from start time to reading entry)
 Meter reading intervals

25,000
Work hours saved

“Our new solution automatically handles standard procedures such as
registration, cancellation, and move in/out, as well as meter readings.
Meters are no longer read on-site, saving around 25,000 work hours a year.”
André Ackermann, Project Lead for Meter Technology,
Elektrizitätswerke des Kantons Zürich
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Why SAP?
Best-Run Customers
Centrica

Leveraging the latest technology innovations, SAP solutions for utilities enable
sustainable growth by safely optimizing asset performance, ensuring superior
customer satisfaction, and supporting the transition to highly flexible and adaptive
power grids.

Elektrizitätswerke Zürich
Why SAP?

Tightly Integrated, Comprehensive Business Solutions
SAP offers the most comprehensive portfolio of solutions for the utilities industry, enabling
companies to focus their key business processes and activities on assets, operations, and
customer service while monitoring risk and compliance.
Leveraging Key Breakthrough Innovations
The SAP solution portfolio is based on the industry„s most innovative technologies, including the
SAP HANA platform, mobile solutions, analytics, and cloud solutions. They enable business
process optimization and efficiency at the lowest possible cost.
40 Years of Delivering Value
The world„s leading utilities, across every major industry segments, rely on SAP solutions to drive
sustainable growth and profitability and to deliver value to customers.
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Find Out More About How Your Organization Can
Become Best-Run
Benchmark Your Performance
Position your organization for dominance in this new economy with the business performance
benchmarking program from SAP – available free to SAP customers and select prospects.
The SAP benchmarking program has helped more than 3,000 organizations assess their
strengths, uncover areas for improvement, and identify best practices and IT strategies that
generate clear, tangible value – not someday, but today.
Visit valuemanagement.sap.com >>

Go Live in Weeks
Here‟s the fastest way to run your business better: our rapid-deployment solutions. In one
package, you get everything you need to be up and running quickly – including preconfigured
software and implementation services – in just weeks. With a defined scope and predictable
costs, there are no surprises.
Visit sap.com/solutions/rds >>

Join Your Community of Practices
Every day, SAP Community Network (SCN) changes the way that thousands of SAP users work.
It lets members help one another solve problems, learn, and invent new ways to get things
done – faster. Find out how to connect with people, content, and resources.
Visit scn.sap.com >>
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CMP 23466 (13/03)

www.sap.com/utilities
http://scn.sap.com/community/utilities
http://twitter.com/sap4utilities
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